li.is concise organization ot knowledge is delined enough to have a unique total tixedpoint which is our optimal tixedpoint , but its least fixedpoinl is totally undclined inside the square -lüü, lOOjv-(-lüO.lUO).
.'Iiile the notion of the optimal fixedpoint is theoretically well-defined, its computation aspects contain many pitlalls, since the optimal tixedpoints ol c rtain recursive definitions are n >n-c wputable partial functi >ns. We d,> not pursue in this paper the practical aspects ot the optimal tixedpoint approach; 
Clearly FXP(T) -PRE(T) fl POST(T) . A few useful properties of theee sets for a monotonic functional T are: (I) FXP(T) , PRE(T) , and POST(T) are closed under the application of T. (II) If S c PRE(T) is consistent, then hib S € PRE(T). (ill) If S c POST(T) IS non-empty, then .gJJ,S € POST(T).
The most important property of pre-and post-fixedpoints is that they enable We now show that S f contains an upper bound for any totally ordered subset.
Let S be such a subset. Since it is totally ordered, it is in particular consistent and thus Tub S exists. Furthermore, as an lub of fixedpoints, lüb S is n pre-fixedpoint. Using Theorem b unce more, there is a fixedpoint fj which is more defined than lub S, i.e., which is an upper bound of S.
By the definition of S and S f , fjC S f and thus S has an upper bound in S .
We have thus shown that S f is non-empty and contains an upper bound for any totally ordered subset in it. By Horn's Lemma, any partially ordered Ml having these two properties contains a maximal element. This maximal However, this condition is not sufficient, as demonstrated in the previous example:
it x»C then F(x) else O'F(x-l).
All the fixedpoints of i are either undefined or defined as C at x -1 and there are fixedpoints which are defined at x 1, wnile opt'T^'ll 3 ",.
B. Examples
In this section we illustrate the theory presented in this pan with two 12 All the definitions and results contained in parts I and II of the paper can ho extended easily to this general case.
Opt(T)
We first show that the collectior of optimal fixedpoints of recursive delinltions over the natural numbers contains (as miin function«) all the partial camputabU functions:
Iheorem^: Any partial recursive function 9 over the natural numbers is the optimal fixedpoint of some effectively constructable system of recursive definitions.
VrooJi: Anv partial recursive function can be computed by a counter machine with two counters cf. Hopcroft and Ullman (2!, page 96). Such a machine can be simulated by a syntem of recursive definitions in the following way.
The input value is stored in variable x c , and with each counter c >1, 
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Once wr have constructed recursive definitions for all the predicates in the arithmetic hierarchy, we can also construct recursive definitions for all the partial functions whose graph -is a predicate of the arithmetic hierarchy.
Theorem 10; If f{x) is a partial function with graph g(x,y) in the arithmetic hierarchy, then there exists a system of recursive definitions such that the main function in its optimal fixedpoint is f(x).
Proof: By Theorem 9, there exists a system of recursive definitions (T ,...,T ) for which the main function in the optimal fixedpoint is the serves as the main definition):
F^HX-F 2 (S,0) F 2 (x t y)<-If F 5 (x,y) > 0 then y else F 2 (x,y+1).
The proof that F. x really yields the desired partial function is a mixture of elements from the proofs of Theorems 7 and 6. The recursive definition T fl conducts a search initialized by 0) for a value y which satisfies F,(x,y) > 0 (i.e., for which g(x,y' is true). If a value y is found, It is taken as the result of computation. Otherwise, due to the simple form of T., any constant value c can serve as a value for a fixedpoint, and thus the main function in the optimal fixedpoint is undefined. Q.E.D.
\l The graph g(x,y) of a partial function f(x) is a predicate defined by:
X ' y ' ^»\8e if f(T)^y, ytf« ft rue ifalse Or if y= (,.. In particular, if f(i) it undefined then i(x,y) li fa lee for all y/ u).
